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[1] The owners of lot 83 are not to undertake any further structural work pursuant to Resolution 10 of the
12 September 2019 Annual General Meeting, without first obtaining body corporate approval for such
work.
[2] The application is otherwise dismissed.
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Application

[�] Cairns Aquarius consists of �� lots and common property. �t is governed by the Act and Standard
Module Regulation. This application is brought by the owner of lot �� against the body corporate as the
first respondent, and against the owners of lot ��, as second respondents.
[�] The applicant seeks the following outcomes:
First, a declaration that Resolution �� of the �� September ���� Annual General Meeting of the First
Respondent is, and always was, void.

Second, orders as follows:

(a) The Second Respondents must suspend all works in Lot ��, and upon the common property, in relation
to their renovation of Lot �� until they have:

(i) obtained and provided to the Applicant and First Respondent, evidence satisfactory to the First
Respondent that the Second Respondents have obtained all necessary development and other (non-Body
Corporate) approvals for their renovation;

(ii) provided to the Applicant and First Respondent detailed drawings, plans and specifications for the
renovation the subject of those approvals;

(iii) provided to the Applicant and First Respondent certification by an independent third party engineer,
chosen by the First Respondent and paid for by the Second Respondents, that the renovation the subject
of those plans, will not affect the structural integrity of the building or adversely impact the building in any
other way in which the engineer is qualified to comment; and

(iv) obtained all necessary Body Corporate approvals for the renovations.

(b) That in the event that all of the steps in the preceding order are not completed by that date which is
one year from the date of these orders, or such later date as an adjudicator shall allow or extend, then the
Second Respondents shall cause Lot �� and the common property to be reinstated, at their sole expense,
to the condition it was in prior to the commencement of the renovation works.

(c) Such other relief as an Adjudicator may consider is just and equitable in the circumstances to resolve
the dispute.

Background

[�] To gain an understanding of this dispute it is helpful to go back to �� November ���� when the owners
of lot �� requested the committee to call a general meeting to consider approving amongst other things,
extensive renovation works to lot �� and the lot �� exclusive use area. This lead to a dispute between the
owners of lot �� and the body corporate.
[�] Following a conciliation between the parties, an extraordinary general meeting was held on � March
���� to consider a number of motions which were carried. The relevant motions relating to this dispute
were motion � and motion �. Motion � was titled Authority to Construct �mprovement on Exclusive Use Area.
Motion � was titled Authority to Make an �mprovement to Common Property.
[�] �n summary motion � proposed that in accordance with subsections ���(�) and (�) of the Standard
Module, the body corporate consent to the owner of lot �� making the following improvements to the lot
�� exclusive use area:
Partially enclose the existing roof terrace area with a BBQ pavilion which has the following features:

�. Two glass sides of a skillion roof



�. Toilet

���. Kitchenette

�. Eating/ entertaining space
�. Height below the height of the existing structures on the roof; and
�. Aesthetics in keeping with the design characteristics of the building, as depicted in the attached plans.

[�] �n summary, motion � proposed that in accordance with section ��� of the Standard Module, the body
corporate consent to the owner of lot �� making the following improvements (so far as they relate to
common property) for the benefit of the owner’s lot
�. Perform structural works to the front wall of lot ��, lowering its height to allow for larger fixed windows.
�. �nstallation of a hydraulic li� (which is to be predominantly located inside lot ��) including cutting
through an external wall and making a door opening into the swimming pool area to obtain access to the
li� to gain access to and from the roof area.

���. �nstalling an awning over the existing door opening to the swimming pool area

�. Cutting through the existing wall on the roof to allow access to the area of common property above lot
��
�. Making changes to the stairway access from the swimming pool area to the roof
�. Making changes to the to the pool fencing and in particular constructing a privacy fence on the
boundary facing the Mantra Complex; and
�. Any ancillary or associated works required to achieve the above.

[�] Both motions were purportedly carried by ordinary resolution of the EGM on � March ����

[��] However, a�er that EGM, the owner of lot �� commenced proceedings in the Planning and

Environment Court[�] in respect of some of the above works and also lodged an application for

adjudication by this office[�] in respect of works that had purportedly been approved.
[��] That adjudication application resulted in resolutions � & � of the EGM on � March ����, being declared
void by an adjudicator on � September ����.
[��] The adjudicator found that motion � was invalid and stated at paragraph [��]:
� consider it is reasonable in the circumstances to conclude the Bugejas failed to disclose all relevant
factors to owners. On a plain reading of the motion, the Bugejas proposed to owners, at paragraphs �.� and
�.� of Motion �, that in exchange for the body corporate’s improvement authorisation they would, from the
time of Resolution �, assume responsibility for parts of common property beyond the improvements listed
in paragraph �.�. This was the information considered by the body corporate’s members before they
decided whether, and how, to vote on Motion �. �n my view, that information was material and misleading.

[��] The adjudicator also found that motion � was invalid and made the following findings
[��] Firstly, � consider the principles adopted in Katsikalis are relevant to the proposition put to owners in
Motion �. As stressed by the Court of Appeal, “�t is important that the rights to common property of bodies
corporate are not removed unheedingly or inadvertently and to the detriment of their members”. �n this
context, it is significant that the motion did not detail: the improvements proposed to be made to common
property; how those improvements would affect common property; or whether the making of those
improvements would amount to a disposition of common property. 



[��] Secondly and to the extent the Bugejas now rely on the Annexure D plans, � agree with the applicant
that it is the plans that accompanied the notice of the EGM that are relevant to the issues raised. �t is these
plans that the Bugejas used to ‘fully inform’ owners about their proposal to make improvements to
common property. �n the circumstances, the legality of the motion can only be judged on the material that
informed owners. 

[��] Thirdly, � am satisfied the applicant has established the material given to owners indicated that the
Bugejas proposed an improvement/s to common property that was intended to “be enjoyed exclusively
and indefinitely” by the owners of Lot ��. �n the absence of appropriate disclosure or recognition in the
EGM material, � consider the applicant’s evidence indicates Motion � had to be decided by resolution
without dissent.

[��] �t is evident that the owners of lot �� desired to make improvements and assume responsibility for
maintaining roofing membranes within the exclusive use area but in so doing, did not follow the correct
procedure which required amendment of the exclusive use by-law by a resolution without dissent. The
Adjudicator determined that the inclusion of those works and obligations in the resolution in
circumstances where the body corporate did not have power to decide to give approval by ordinary
resolution, misled the lot owners as to the meaning and effect of the resolution.
[��] �t is evident that the plans for certain of the works showed works that extended outside the upper limit
of the uncovered part of the Lot and/or which overhung common property and a proper disposition of that
common property had not been made.
[��] Following that adjudication, the owners of lot �� nevertheless decided to proceed with certain works
that they considered to be the “non-controversial works” ie. that did not require approval by the body
corporate in general meeting, but could be approved by committee resolution, namely:
�. To enlarge the window at the front of their lot (being the works subject to motion � which they
submitted to the committee meeting of �� June ����); and
�. The works internal to their lot (being the works subject to motion � which they submitted to the
committee meeting of �� June ����).

[��] The owners of lot �� engaged an architect to redraw the plans which were then approved by an

engineer and certifier. On � December ���� the applicant submitted motions � and �[�] for consideration by
the committee and requested the committee to convene an EGM to approve works which involved making
an improvement to common property.
[��] �n summary :
�. The first motion asked to committee to give approval under by-law �� to

(a) approve works within the applicants’ lot including enlargement of external windows of lot �� and

(b) to call an EGM for the body corporate to approve those works in general meeting pursuant to s��� of
the Standard Module, to the extent that approval of a general meeting was required.

�. The second motion asked the committee to give approval under by-law �� to undertake other works
within the applicants’ lot, which the applicants say, did not require approval of the body corporate in



general meeting.

[��] The proposed motion for consideration by a general meeting read as follows:

�� AUTHOR�TY TO MAKE AN �MPROVEMENT TO COMMON PROPERTY (S��� STANDARD MODULE) AND
AUTHOR�TY TO DAMAGE PART OF COMMON PROPERTY (BY-LAW ��).

ORD�NARY RESOLUT�ON

That

�. in accordance with section with ��� of the Body Corporate and Community Management (Standard
Module) ���� the Body Corporate authorises the owner of Lot �� (Paul Bugeja and Catherine Bugeja) to
make the improvement to common property for the benefit of Lot �� being the improvement more
particularly set out in the attached plans (including any minor variations to the attached plans as may be
required by the builder, for example due to the exigencies of the site) including the enlargement of
windows and any ancillary or associated works (the "Works'); and �.
�. under by-law �� consent in writing be given by the Secretary to the owner of Lot �� to mark, paint, drive
nails or screws or the like into or otherwise damage or deface any structure that forms part of the common
property for the purposes of undertaking the Works;

Subject to:

�. the owner of Lot �� contributing to the Body Corporate's costs incurred to engage an engineer to assess
the impact of the Works to the common property with such contribution to be fixed at the amount of
$�,���.�� including GST; and
�. The owner of lot �� paying the body corporate’s reasonable administrative costs of calling this
extraordinary general meeting
�. the owner of Lot �� engaging a registered builder to undertake the Works; and
�. the owner of Lot �� (and its contractors) complying with any applicable legislation, building codes, fire
safety codes and regulations and any other statutory requirements in relation to undertaking the Works
including in relation to Work Health and Safety.

The attached plans were marked WD�� dated �/��/�� and WD�� dated November ����.

[��] The applicant believes that resolution �� is contrary to the BCCM Act & the Standard Module and
ought to have been ruled out of order for those reasons at the �� September ���� AGM.
[��] The applicant argues that the Resolution �� Plans, when coupled with Resolution ��, purport to
approve the following works that require approval by way of a resolution without dissent rather than an
ordinary resolution:
(a) the replacement of the Pool Balustrade;

(b) the replacement of the Existing Window;

(c) the erection of the New Room on the roof top exclusive use area;

(d) the installation of new air conditioning units; and

(e) the relocation of various wet services.

[��] the Applicant also says that Resolution ��, to the extent that it purports to authorise work under
Section ���(�) of the Standard Module, was misleading in that it made no reference to approval being given



under that section for work to be done to the Roof Garden exclusive use area or indeed the slab
(containing the water proof membrane protecting the building) between Lot �� and the roof top exclusive
use area above.
Analysis

[��] The owners of lot �� originally provided the following motion for consideration by an extraordinary
general meeting:

�� AUTHOR�TY TO MAKE AN �MPROVEMENT TO COMMON PROPERTY (S��� STANDARD MODULE) AND
AUTHOR�TY TO DAMAGE PART OF COMMON PROPERTY (BY-LAW ��).

ORD�NARY RESOLUT�ON

That

�. in accordance with section with ��� of the Body Corporate and Community Management (Standard
Module) ���� the Body Corporate authorises the owner of Lot �� (Paul Bugeja and Catherine Bugeja) to
make the improvement to common property for the benefit of Lot �� being the improvement more
particularly set out in the attached plans (including any minor variations to the attached plans as may be
required by the builder, for example due to the exigencies of the site) including the enlargement of
windows and any ancillary or associated works (the "Works'); and

�. under by-law �� consent in writing be given by the Secretary to the owner of Lot �� to mark, paint, drive
nails or screws or the like into or otherwise damage or deface any structure that forms part of the common
property for the purposes of undertaking the Works;

Subject to:

�. the owner of Lot �� contributing to the Body Corporate's costs incurred to engage an engineer to assess
the impact of the Works to the common property with such contribution to be fixed at the amount of
$�,���.�� including GST; and
�. The owner of lot �� paying the body corporate’s reasonable administrative costs of calling this
extraordinary general meeting
�. the owner of Lot �� engaging a registered builder to undertake the Works; and
�. the owner of Lot �� (and its contractors) complying with any applicable legislation, building codes, fire
safety codes and regulations and any other statutory requirements in relation to undertaking the Works
including in relation to Work Health and Safety.

The attached plans were marked WD�� dated �/��/�� and WD�� dated November ����.

[��] Subsequently the applicants decided to submit a motion to the ���� AGM instead of arranging an EGM
for that purpose. The above motion was purportedly carried by ordinary resolution as resolution �� of the
AGM dated �� September ����.
[��] The applicant is seeking a declaration that resolution ��, was at all times void. �n summary, the
applicant argues that the plans authorising the enlargement of the windows in the applicants’ lot plus
other works which the second respondent proposed to undertake were beyond the authority of a body
corporate to approve by ordinary resolution.
[��] The respondent body corporate has expressed the view that the validity of resolution �� should be
determined before determination of application����-����. � have therefore decided to firstly determine
this application regarding the validity of resolution ��.



[��] Resolution �� is currently the only body corporate approval that the applicants have, for part of their
renovation proposal. As outlined above, in Cairns Aquarius [����] QBCCMCmr ��� it was determined that

the authorising motions relied upon by the owners of lot �� were at all times void.[�]

[��] The applicant says that since finalisation of those dispute resolution proceedings, the applicants have
proceeded in a piecemeal fashion by seeking approval for some elements of the renovation project but not
others, and providing plans for parts of the renovation project, but not an entire set of plans.
[��] Resolution �� relevantly provides that the body corporate authorises the owners of lot �� (Paul Bugeja
and Catherine Bugeja) to make improvements to common property for the benefit of lot �� as set out in
the attached plans (including any minor variations to the attached plans as may be required by the builder,
for example due to the exigencies of the site) including the enlargement of windows and any ancillary or
associated works.
[��] The applicant argues that the resolution �� plans, when coupled with resolution �� could be construed
to approve various other works, including works on common property such as (i) a new pool balustrade (ii)
a new room on the roo�op and (iii) alterations to common property to accommodate certain utility service
infrastructure.
[��] � agree it is settled law that an authorisation given to an owner to make an improvement to the
common property for the benefit of an owner’s lot, does not of itself, permit the disposition of an interest
in the common property: see Katsikalis v Body Corporate for “The Centre” [����] QCA ��. Such a disposition
requires approval by a resolution without dissent.
[��] However the owners of lot �� say the only authorisation that they seek pursuant to resolution �� is the
enlargement of the windows of their lot. The resolution was carried at the last AGM in September ���� and

the window enlargement has been completed in reliance upon that resolution.[�]

[��] While the windows are located in a boundary structure, � do not believe that the enlargement of
windows involves the disposition of an interest in the common property. � am therefore of the view that an
ordinary resolution was sufficient to authorise the work and a resolution without dissent was not required.
[��] Notwithstanding the applicant’s claim that the Resolution �� plans, when coupled with Resolution ��,
purport to approve a ra� of works including a new roo�op structure, the owners of lot �� state that the
only approval sought was enlargement of the windows to lot ��. The owners of lot �� are agreeable to an
order to the effect that the owners of lot �� are not to undertake any further structural work within the

resolution �� plans without first obtaining body corporate approval.[�]

[��] � am of the view that it would be just and equitable to make an order to this effect given that this was
the only authorisation specifically sought at they seek pursuant to resolution �� is the enlargement of the
windows of their lot. The resolution was carried at the last AGM in September ���� and the window
enlargement has been completed in reliance upon that resolution.
[��] This accords with paragraph ��� of the applicant’s submission which states:
�n the alternate, the second respondents could be ordered not to commence any of the structural works
within the Resolution �� Plans unless or until the further body corporate approvals are obtained.

[��] �t is relevant to note that the applicant acknowledges that the resolution �� plans depict the
enlargement of the existing windows.
[��] � am also of the view that it is not objectively reasonable to draw the conclusion that the plans
authorise a ra� of other works. At paragraph �� of the application, it is evident that the applicant has not
reached this conclusion on the face of the plans themselves. Rather, the applicant has come to this

conclusion by comparison of the street view of proposed additions[�] with the existing street view.[�]

[��] �t is clear from the explanatory memorandum accompanying motion ��[�] that proposed works are
limited to the enlargement of the windows.
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[��] � note that there is no evidence that the owners of lot �� are undertaking any other works that require
body corporate approval , and indeed if they do commence such works, the applicant could request the
body corporate to issue a by-law contravention notice.
[��] The owners of lot �� state that they are aware that they cannot proceed with works in their exclusive
use area until the Planning and Environment Court application is resolved, body corporate approval is
obtained for those works and development approvals are obtained.
[��] Accordingly, � do not believe it is appropriate to make the requested order that the owners of lot ��
suspend all proposed works to their lot regardless of whether or not those works require body corporate
approval.
[��] �n my view it is reasonable to conclude that resolution �� approves only works relating to enlargement
of the windows. Those works could be approved by an ordinary resolution of a general meeting. Such
approval was obtained and the works have been completed.
[��] For the above reasons � have made the following orders:
�. The owners of lot �� are not to undertake any further structural work within the Resolution �� plans
without first obtaining body corporate approval for such work.
�. The application is otherwise dismissed.

[�] Reference ��/ ���� 

[�] Reference ���-����. Cairns Aquarius [����] QBCCMCmr ��� 

[�] Summarised in paragraph [�] above. 

[�] Cairns Aquarius [����] QBCCMCmr ��� 

[�] See paragraph � of Second respondent’s submissions. 

[�] See paragraph � of Second respondent’s submissions. 

[�] Bottom le� hand side of WD��  

[�] Annexure � to the application. 

[�] Annexure ��, page ��
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